To: Primary Sponsors

From Wednesday 30 November there will be a change to the way you view the ICI competency in Sentinel when card checking.

Network Rail (NR) and London Underground (LU) have been working together to align the core elements in the ‘London Underground Worksite Safety Induction’ to those in the Network Rail Industry Common Induction.

The result of this work is that, in Sentinel, there will be a ‘Core’ Industry Common Induction competence plus NR and LU specific induction endorsement.

The NR specific induction endorsement will be added the same as the LU competence is now on completion of their training as shown below:

Those who currently hold the ICI competence will have the NR endorsement automatically added to their profiles.

**ACTION:** From Wednesday 30 November 2016 you should check for the following competences in Sentinel before allowing card holders into your worksite:
Network Rail Infrastructure Projects (IP) worksites:

1. Industry Common Induction
2. Site Specific Induction
3. PTS (if a trackside worksite)

There is no change on London Underground; card checkers should continue checking Sentinel card holders for the ICI and LU Induction competences.

If you require any further guidance please contact Ask the Expert at Safety Central

Thank you

The Sentinel Programme